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A retrospective account on the past of the comparative research on Semito-Hamitic / Hamito-Semitic (SH / HS, resp.) or Afro-Asiatic (AA) phonology (first of all consonantism, also root structure) and lexicon, segmented into episodes according to diverse (often overlapping in time) trends is now under way and will be presented part by part in a series of papers. Episode II evaluates the so-called “old school”, a rather introverted special trend of this domain (arbitrarily focusing on a comparison of just these two branches: Semitic and Egyptian), which split off from mainstream Semito-Hamitic studies at the end of the 19th century, more than a whole century ago. The present paper surveys the pre-war share (encompassing some half of a century), a blooming and most fruitful phase in the history of Egypto-Semitic studies.\(^2\)
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\(^1\) This paper has been completed in the frames of my research project “Micro-reconstructions in the Southern Afro-Asiatic (Semito-Hamitic) lexical root stock” facilitated by the research grant “Advanced Research in Residence” (ARR) of the University of Łódź (UŁ), which I gratefully acknowledge in this place. My special thanks go to Prof. K.T. Witczak (Dept. of Classical Philology, UŁ) for selflessly supporting my ARR project facilitating my ongoing research on the AA root stock. Prof. em. W.G.E. Watson (Morpeth, UK), the doyen of Ugaritic philology, for his friendly favour of reading the draft version of this paper and improving its English style.

\(^2\) Part 2, outlining the post-war phase of this trend, is supposed to appear in LP 65 (2023).
Introduction

The whole history of Afro-Asiatic comparative linguistics, examined in all its aspects, would demand a whole of a heavy monograph. Even merely the (perhaps most neglected and evidently most controversial) segment of comparative consonantism and root etymology, systematically only studied since the late 19th cent., may well result in a thin volume, for which the present author has already released a number of pilot studies.\(^5\)

More than two decades ago (1999), I offered an all too sketchy and all too Egyptian-oriented historical overview of this immense, albeit undeservedly little cultivated, domain

\(^3\) An eminent egyptologist representing die Wiener Schule of great W. Czermak, who, by the way, had later become master of Prof. H. Jungraithamyr also (1950-3), head of the African Linguistics Institute (1985-1996) at the Frankfurt J.W. Goethe University and, besides, my mentor in Chadic comparative linguistics from 1999 on. It was Prof. Wessetzky who introduced me to the hieratic script from the fall semester of 1990 and, among some other subjects, into Late Egyptian literature also in the fall semester of 1991. As a sometime visiting researcher of the Viennese Doppelinstitut of Egyptology and African studies (established by great Leo Reinisch) from the 1930s (on which cf. Thausing 1989: 48), i.e., from the very beginning of his egyptological career in the Egyptian Dept. of the Museum of Fine Arts in the Hungarian capital, he had been acquainted with the old Egypto-Semitic comparative works by F. von Calice, A. Ember and W. Vycichl, to whose names, having seen my ardent interest in this puzzling field, he was the first to call my attention during his course on Ancient Egyptian library on the 5th Nov. 1991 (as far as I have now been able to search back in my student records).

\(^4\) An excellent expert of the pharaonic museum artefacts and a true philologist not solely as an egyptologist, but also as an intimate knower of the 19th cent. intellectual history, whose unrepeatable thorough deductive method I have always been disposed to compare to the masterful ways of Sherlock Holmes. When I had attended the classical hieratic course of Prof. Wessetzky in the Egyptian Dept. of the Museum of Fine Arts, Péter Gaboda (presumably as the youngest fellow of the dept. at that time) was assigned to meet us at the staff entrance of the museum, where we had had to await him (out of security reasons) and from where he had to show us up to the cabinet of Vilmos Wessetzky every occasion. This is how I first met this reserved hidden treasure of Hungarian egyptology, although on these early occasions throughout that fall semester 1991, having no firm orientation in egyptology and any ideas about his hidden skills in Egyptian Sprachgeschichte so obscure to me, I had had no courage to initiate a conversation as yet. It was a whole year later that, upon the instruction of Prof. Wessetzky and my master, Prof. L. Kákosy (1932-2003), I started to visit P. Gaboda specially at the museum at the turn of 1991/2 when I have learnt his MA thesis on a prefix \(p\)- in Egyptian (ELTE, 1988) whereby he had studied in the 1980s, as it soon turned out to my true gladness, the old literature of Egypto-Semitic and some basic tools of Semito-Hamitic also like Cohen 1947 and Diakonoff 1965. It was due to him that I was first introduced into this old literature that winter, which has turned out to become an unforgettable start of my research adventures in our fascinating AA domain.

where I only isolated three trends (cf. EDE I 1-8). Albeit its periodization and segmentation structure elaborated therein\textsuperscript{6} can be maintained two decades later also, but an overall survey of the whole AA domain must comprise by far more directions of comparative research phonology and lexicon. The enormous diversity, and a turbulent co-existence of trends and directions of research, and, sometimes, even, so to say, an all too menacing evolution of certain tendencies have altogether given me sufficient reasons for preparing a comprehensive retrospective evaluation thereof in the period of the past almost one and a half century.

This paper too, is purely and only dealing with the history of that segment of research where the root stock and consonantal inventory of the cognate branches have been subject to a comparative analysis. Other segments of comparative grammar are excluded, all the more since the history of the relatively more coherent research requires a pretty much different segmentation. Not wishing to reproduce here all those details of my old, primarily Egypto-centric, overview available in EDE I, but keeping the periodization invented by me in 1999, beside surveying purely the underlying taxonomies ohne Anspruch auf die Vollständigkeit, I would better like to focus here on certain emphases in the typical tendencies and trends specially and only in the little-frequented domain of comparative AA phonology and lexicon, including AA root structure, without a wish to present and cover here the full spectrum of comparative activities in all kinds of AA grammar by the authors, let alone for the gigantic output by well-known authors like Rössler, Greenberg or Diakonoff. Thus, some outstanding works may well be touched upon briefly and only with reference to comparative consonantism and lexicon, while sometimes perhaps more emphasis is laid upon some lesser-known or out-dated segments of our domain if these have an impact on the evolution of a trend.

What this paper is not at all intended to yield is encyclopaedically presenting the whole inventory of the works ever published in the chosen research field, which should be the objective of a separate volume. Although the entire literature of comparative AA is not in target zone of my paper and will be, as a rule, left unconsidered here, still, certain views pertaining to the reconstruction problems appear within works on theoretical issues, on AA comparative morphology, on the individual AA branches, which will thus be quoted here. Otherwise, these issues are going to be subject to a separate monograph on the history of the whole comparative AA domain. Instead, what I have had in my mind is an as complete as possible presentation of the extreme plurality of approaches and views, however astonishing these may look, especially placed beside each other in one overview where I did my best to reduce my own subjective opinion on the minimum by quoting directly as many as possible of thoughts considered typical or essential for a trend. The only task herein has been to present the trends as full as possible with all their pros and cons, irrespective of and often against the conviction of the present author, trying not to actively take part in these debates in a comprehensive overview like this – in the hope that even if not in every single detail, but at least sometimes, it may be more revealing, rather than “what?”, better to see the “how?”. All this is done, on the one hand, for shocking, in a way, the remaining and potential authors of our all too divided, atomized, little cultivated orphan domain and, on

\textsuperscript{6} The paper is part of the author’s project for a comprehensive \textit{Wissenschaftsgeschichte} of the AA comparative domains.
the other hand, for making the wider scientific audience conscious of how close or distant the state-of-the-art of this comparative linguistic field stands to that of neo-grammarians Indo-European research, say, a century before.

What this study on the history of inter-branch comparison is not going to offer either is, a beyond doubt highly urgent and long desirable retrospective survey of the state-of-the-art in reconstructing the consonantal systems and root stock of the individual AA branches, which should be subject to another extensive follow-up study of mine.

Previous overviews in general

“Eine umfassende Geschichte der Semitohamitistik gibt es bislang nicht, nur kurze Abrisse, die höchstens einige Schlaglichter und einzelne Epochen in der Entwicklung ... werfen” as rightly stated about the state of the affair three decades ago (valid, by the way, until now) by R.M. Voigt (1988: 155), whose general survey, however, also failed to offer a comprehensive survey of all trends and periods by his day. So will it remain with this paper too, which, focuses, as specified above, just on the most neglected and controversial segment of our research domain.

M. Cohen (1947) offered an almost exhaustive annotated bibliography and history of AA researches in general, which F. Hintze (1951) has neatly complemented in his very thorough and sharp-minded review. In the following half of century or so, a number of partial overviews were published, e.g., Hodge 1971, 1976b, Köhler 1975, Burrini 1978-9, Mukarovsky 1981, Petráček 1984 (on the research in the 3rd quarter of the 20th cent., typically comparative phonology hardly any echo among many other theoretical issues).7 The lengthy chapter “Stav hamitosemitských studii” by K. Petráček (1989: 10ff., §1.0.) contains a number of useful sections.8 R.M. Voigt (1988: 155-164; 2001: 1318-1323) has offered

---


8 Like his all too general “survey of results” (Petráček 1989: 10-17, §1.1.: “Hamitosemitská srovnávací jazykověde. Přehled výsledků.”), which no more than a discussion of some AA works by C.T. Hodge (pp. 10-11), followed by a short list of the AA conferences and Festschriften up to date (pp. 12-14), a very short summary of some studies by W. Vycichl (1978) and H.-J. Sasse (1981) as for “evaluating the perspectives” of comparative AA (p. 14: “Zhodnocení a perspektivy”), an enumeration of studies dealing with the comparative methodology (pp. 14-15), a small list of works on the history of our research – with a few gaps, unfortunately (p. 15), a brief and incomplete section on the very few periodical series of our comparative domain like the Comptes rendus of the GLECS sessions, the AAL issues ed. by R. Hetzron, and the Africana Marburgensia ed. by H. Jungraithmayr (p. 15: “Rozvoj výzkumu.”), a list of countries where AA studies were pursued (p. 16: “Centra studií”), and an account on the past of AA research in Czechia (pp. 16-17: “Tradice v našich zemích.”). Then, Petráček (1989: 18-22, §1.2.) surveyed the history of AA comparative studies since Meinhof 1912 up to his day roughly and very little annotated: “Souborná spracování hamitosemitských jazyků (HS) a rekonstrukce prajazyka (P-HS)”. After a list of linguistic maps in the AA domain (Petráček 1989: 23-25, §1.3.: “Mapy hamitosemitských jazyků”) and a “Bibliografie hamitosemitské jazykovědy” (op. cit., pp. 26-27, §1.4.), Petráček (1989: 28-44, §1.5.) singled out the overviews of the state-of-the-art of internal comparison in the individual AA branches, like that of Semitic: “Semitická srovnávací jazykověda”, which is out of our scope in this paper, except for his section on Egyptian which offers in fact “Egyptština a hamitosemitská srovnávací jazykověda” (Petráček 1989: 45-64, §1.6.) hiding in itself, among others, a noteworthy section on “Egyptština a hamitosemitské jazyky
perhaps the most original and fairly (albeit not in every detail) objective survey of some selected (but not all) older episodes of the comparative SH research (with an original, albeit somewhat different periodization), which is especially useful as for the 19th cent. research and gets all the more unilaterally neglectful as for its progress in the 20th century. Less detailed is “le bilan de la linguistique chamito-sémitique des derniers cinquante ans” since Cohen 1947 by A. Zaborski (1998: 23) presenting rather the tendencies in our research field. In spite of its promising title, the H. Satzinger (1999: 367-374) released a by far incomplete survey of SH/AA comp. phon. lex. research of certain episodes, which is strangely pretty detailed as for what had happened over the first century of comparative SH/AA studies up to M. Cohen’s 1947 magnum opus (pp. 367-370), but suddenly gets rather taciturn (in less than 17 lines!) as to the details about how “seit Greenbergs grundlegender Arbeit ist die Forschung auf verschiedenen Wegen weitergeschritten” in the comparative-historical study of the AA branches, where Satzinger, having briefly mentioned a few homeland theories, immediately switched to a pure reproduction of the copied-in AA family tree models (pp. 371-372), then again one further entry (p. 373) deals with some Gemeinplätze about Chadic and Cushito-Omotic lexical reconstruction. A very brief history of the research was offered by P. Vernus (1999: 169-172, §1-§2) too, focusing on the affiliation of Egyptian retrospectively. Then, in the epochal vol. 20 of the IOS, in his chapter on the “1. History of the discipline” (p. 265), R.M. Voigt (2002) gave us just a very brief survey of the minimal items of what he called comparative "Semitohamitic".

II. “Old School” of Egypto-Semitic comparison

I isolated and labelled this trend already back in 1999 (EDE I 2-4, §II) on the basis of some common features: (1) it was the first period when a whole system of regular consonantal correspondences has been established and used as a communis opinio primarily in Egypto-Semitic comparative studies, which (2) were characterized by an open-minded, experimenting attitude, but in the spirit of the strengthening philological methods of Oriental studies at the turn of the 19th/20th century, as well as (3) by a presumably misguided...” (op. cit., pp. 49-54, §1.6.2.1.) with precious lightly annotated lists of studies comparing Egyptian with the AA branches, followed by “Egyptština a africké jezyky” (op. cit., pp. 54-55, §1.6.2.2.), “Egyptština a asijské jezyky (nostratické, makroboreální, Nilal, Lislák, indoevropské)” (op. cit., pp. 55-56, §1.6.2.3.), a very exciting, inspiring section on the impact of AA comparison on the research of Egyptian prehistory (“Srovnávací jazykověda a egyptské dějiny”, op. cit., pp. 56-58, §1.6.2.4.). Similarly, the special section within Cushitic is devoted to “Význam kušitské jazykovědy pro srovnávací hamitosemickou jazykovědu” (op. cit., pp. 66-67, §1.7.2.), whereas, after a very brief Omotic section (op. cit., pp. 72-73, §1.8.) and a poor one on Berbero-AA (op. cit., p. 74, §1.9.1.), the Chadic one (op. cit., pp. 80-88, §1.10.) contains a precious overview of the research on the external ties of Chadic (§1.10.2., pp. 82-83: “Vnější vztahy čadských jazyků”).

9 Rooting in the first comparative Egypto-Semitic grammar by Th. Benfey (1844), which used to be referred to as the starting point of this trend, cf. Bechhaus-Gerst 1998: 111; Voigt 1999: 348, §2 etc. Another thesaurus of ad hoc Egypto-Hebrew/Arabic lexical parallels from this early phase, not to be the subject to an analysis here in my paper, is H. Brugsch’s (1867-1882) gigantic Hieroglyphisch-demotisches Wörterbuch, on the etymologies of which A. Erman’s (1892) new system of Lautgesetze then was based on.
belief in a very intimate cognacy of both branches\textsuperscript{10} or even an identity of Egyptian as a “Semitic language”\textsuperscript{11} (a label so typical for this trend). These ideas were commonly followed and shared by many authors in the attempt of exploring regularities from an amalgamate lexical stuff and of avoiding to conclude definitely in absolute terms, which is why perhaps it was all so fruitful in spite of all its shortcomings. As opposed to the \textit{ad hoc} equations of the pioneering research throughout the 19\textsuperscript{th} century, already this new era was yielding basically long-standing results with valid value until now. The elaboration and establishment of the northern core of the Afro-Asiatic \textit{Lautgeschichte} dates back to these decades. It flourished in the period of the first decades of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century (flourishing perhaps from the 1890s until the 1930s).

\textsuperscript{10} As C.T. Hodge (1976a: 6-7, §1.2.5) described: “This similarity struck early workers in the field as being very great”, for which he quoted the words by H. Brugsch (1867) himself, the first so productive mastermind of Eg.-Sem. etymology: “Im voraus kann ich es weissagen, dass die Sprachforschung eines Tages erstaunt sein wird über das enge Band der Verwandtschaft, welches die ägyptische Sprache mit ihren semitischen Schwestern zusammenknüpft, und über die mir jetzt schon feststehende Tatsache, dass alle eine gemeinsame Mutter haben”.

\textsuperscript{11} Cf., e.g., Ember 1912: 86; Albright 1923: 70. Already F. Hommel (1894: 342) was more careful: although, admitting “Dass das Ägyptische ... mehr oder weniger nahe mit den semitischen Sprachen verwandt ist, wird längst nicht mehr bezweifelt” and then having once more abundantly examined a whole series of shared morphological traits of both branches, he (Hommel 1894: 354-355) too concluded thereof to two concurring scenarios (assuming either a tight Egypto-Semitic unit or that “das Ägyptische ursprünglich lediglich ein Dialekt des nordbabylonischen Semitisch war ..., eine Weiterentwicklung jenes nordbabylonischen Dialekts”), still, in the “Nachtrag” of August 1892 to his paper, Hommel (1894: 355-358) was careful enough to extend his comparative morphology onto Berber and Bedawye with the same traits. Reviewing A. Ember’s magnum opus (ESS), E. Mahler (1931: 469) made it clear “da ja im vorliegenden Werke nicht bezweckt wird nachzuspüren, wie etwaige hebräische oder sonstige semitische Ausdrücke auf entsprechende ägyptische zurückzuführen sind, sondern die Beziehungen des Aegyptischen zu den Sprachfamilien (sic) der Semiten aufzudecken und zu erläutern beabsichtigt.” In his report “Ägyptisch-semitische Sprachvergleichung” delivered for the “Sechste Deutsche Orientalistentag” (Vienna, 1930), F. von Calice (1930: 61), as many other authors of this trend sooner or later, formulated his Semito-centric hypothesis: “so kann das Ägyptische unmöglich mit dem ’Hamitischen’ oder meinem ’Semitischen’ gegenübergestellt werden; es steht dem Semitischen näher als einem großen Teile der Hamitensprachen. Am ehesten entspräche dem Tatbestande die Annahme, daß in Ägypten ein semitisches Idiom von einer hamitischen oder teilweise hamitischen Urbevölkerung übernommen wurde.” In the light of lexical matches between Egyptian and Berber or Beja, Calice’s (1931: 28-29) dilemma was whether Egyptian was just a Hamiticized Semitic language: “Hat sich das Ägyptische durch die Ausbreitung eines semitischen Idioms auf eine hamitische oder teilweise hamitische Urbevölkerung gebildet, so ist der Bestand solcher, mit den hamitischen Sprachen verwandter Wörter ohne weiteres erklärlich ... Auch lautlich eine Annahme einer hamitschen Unterschrift im Ägyptischen sehr plausibel; da die hamitischen Sprachen im allgemeinen über die gleichen laryngalen Laute verfügen, wie die Semiten, ist die unveränderte Erhaltung der semitischen Laryngale im Ägyptischen, das sonst eine so starke lautliche Zersetzung aufweist, bei dieser Hypothese ohne weiteres verständlich. Aus anderen, als sprachlichen Erwägungen heraus bin ich geneigt, für die alte Bevölkerung des Niltales eine Mischung auch noch mit anderen als eine Mischung auch noch nicht mit anderen als hemitischen und semitischen Bevölkerungssegmenten für wahrscheinlich zu halten.” Even W. Vycichl (1959a: 38) spoke of “Egyptian and the other (sic!) Semitic languages” – pretty revealing. But elsewhere, towards the conclusions in the same paper, Vycichl (1959a: 41) hesitated as for the “question whether we are are entitled to call Egyptian a Semitic language or not. Frankly speaking, in spite of all the parallels existing between Egyptian and Semitic, I feel some hesitation in doing so. \textbf{This is certainly not becuase of the vocabulary.}” But due to fact that Semitic had “rather a certain unity of history, social organization, religious beliefs and civilization that form a well defined group of tribes and peoples distinct from the Egyptians.” This problem was discussed by C.T. Hodge (1976a: 7, §1.2.5): “This view is often later abandoned by its proponents (such as Albright), but the fact that it could be seriously entertained is significant.”
This era was almost completely presented in the GÄSW 1-10 and was covered perhaps in its fullness by M. Cohen (1947: 28-38, §II.A), while R.M. Voigt (1999: 345-352), briefly, also surveyed the “old school” of Egypto-Semitic comparative linguistics acknowledging some of its virtues. Years later, in turn, in his chapter “4. The phonological system of SemitoHamitic”, R.M. Voigt (2002: 269), trying to present “The comparison of Semitic with ‘Hamitic’ languages”, he immediately narrowed the target area to its comparison with Egyptian listing just “the most important works”.

2.1. The beginning of a new era was hallmarked by the milestone study by A. Erman (1892), the first rigorous attempt at arranging and evaluating the ad hoc etymologies of the 19th century in a system of regular consonantal matches. In his chapter on the research history of the “(Hamito)semitische Lautgleichungen: Wissenschaftsgeschichtliche Einleitung” (full of gaps), W. Schenkel (1990: 41-43, §2.1.3.1) tried to minimize the signification of Erman’s paper by pressing on it the label of being merely a superficial résumé of H. Brugsch’s unsystematic mess of Egypto-Semitic etymologies. But this is just what we admire it for, let alone that effort invested in explicitly denying one’s efforts can inversely only stress its importance: a second case when Schenkel failed in conceiving the significance of a work on AA comparative lexicon.

2.2. As the most flourishing period of this field ever, it had been, at least for a few decades, attracting the interest of many great orientalists from diverse fields (various branches of Semitic studies, Egyptology, Berberology), who apparently and sensibly – more than ever – regarded publishing beside their respective main field, uncountable minor

---

12 This part of his paper is divided into §§1-4, in all of which, however, the “old school” is described from the standpoint of the long-debated neurotic points of the Egyptian hieroglyphic transliterational system (declared in the ZDMG of 1892): “1. Geschichte der ägyptosemitischen Sprachvergleichung” (in fact, it is a discussion of how the values of Eg. <t>, <d>, <t>, <d> evolved in what he calls “Transkriptionssystem” during the egyptological research of the 19th cent., pp. 345-348), “2. Etymologien” (in fact, just a very sketchy presentation of the results from this period, just focusing on some etymologies concerning Eg. <d>, <d>, <z>, pp. 348-351), “3. ...?” (missing), “4. Die traditionelle Lehre” (in fact, a very brief discussion of the traditional conception of the Egyptian stops and affricates by J. Vergote 1945 and E. Edel 1955: 351-352).

13 As recognized already by some others also. E.g., W. Vycichl (1959a: 37): “Apart from the early attempts in the dawn of Egyptology, the first systematic study in this field has been published by A. Erman … (1892), dealing with both grammar and vocabulary. This latter part contains about 250 etymologies, 50 of which are considered as sure by the author and 75 as probable.” W.A. Ward (1985: 231): “The pioneer work in Egypto-Semitic was a study by Erman … in 1892 which began a fruitful four decades or so of scholarly contributions to this field.”


15 Which W. Vycichl (1959a: 37-38) described a bit less fruitful after Erman 1892: “In the following decades, until 1930, there was a slow but steady progress in this domain. Etymologies were published by K. Sethe, F. Hommel, G. Farina, A.M. Blackman, A. Ember, W.F. Albright and F. Calice.”
papers contributing to this peripheral comparative field, primarily Egypto-Semitic, as attractive, as – so to say – fashionable, as their exciting task: A. Erman, F. Hommel, L. Stern, W.M. (Max) Müller, F. von Calice, H. Holma, K. Sethe, A. Ember, A.H. Gardiner, W.F. Albright, F. Behnk, G. Möller, W. Spiegelberg, G. Farina, A. Cuny, C. Brockelmann, Sh. Yeivin, I. Eitan, F. Lexa, E. Zyhlarz, W. Vycichl, M. Cohen, G. Lefèbvre, V. Loret, P. Lacau, J. Vergote and others. This enthusiastic experimental “hobby”, pursued by the best orientalists of that day, resulted in valuable etymologies. On the (mostly bibliographic) details of the multitude of almost all these papers see ESS IX-XIV and Cohen 1947: 28-38, §II.A (therefore all these items will not be reviewed here in detail).

2.3. From this ocean of etymologies, some 4-5 decades after Erman 1892, there emerged almost half a dozen of outstanding syntheses. Culminating in the 1930/40s, this trend provided us with three fundamental comparative dictionaries of diverse scope and approach and two further phonological syntheses within a short period of time:

2.3.1. A. Ember, who, in his entire short-cut career (1911-1926), practically only researched and published new Egypto-Semitic etymologies, whence his (1930) Egypto-Semitic Studies (ESS) is the first monographical elaboration of the comparative consonantism, arranged according to the Eg.-Sem. phonological correspondences, whose basic points – unlike a multitude of etymologies – mostly stood the test of time.

16 At the end of this flourishing era, M. Cohen (1947: 3-42) has composed a very detailed Aperçu sur la comparaison chamito-sémitique comprising an almost complete list of comparative the works from this era and the preceding pioneering period of the 19th century in Chapter I (pp. 3-27: “Histoire et bibliographie générale”), followed by a second by a second set of retrospective overview of the enormously abundant outcome of the “old school” in our special field of research examined in this paper plus as for the internal lexical comparison of certain branches (Chapter II: “Bibliographie spéciale pour les comparaisons de vocabulaire et pour la phonétique”, divided into the following sections according to the AA branches, namely: “A. – Rapprochements égypto-sémitiques; égyptien” on pp. 28-38, “B. – Comparaisons concernant principalement le berbère” on pp. 38-39, “C. – Comparaisons concernant spécialement le couchitique” on pp. 39-41, “D. – Vocabulaire de la région méditerranée et mots voyageurs” on p. 41, “E. – Études étymologiques du sémitique” on pp. 41-42). This bibliographical treasure of this era was complemented by the addenda in the profound review paper by F. Hintze (1951: 66-67).

17 As formulated by W. Vycichl (1959a: 38): “Then comparative studies come to an apparent standstill and collections of existing equations are published: Ember ... (1930), Calice ... (1934) (sic) and J. Vergote ... (1945). M. Cohen’s Essai comparatif ... (1947) was severely criticized by F. Hintze (1951).” W. Vycichl (1958: 367) put it a year later so: “Dann ebbt die Welle der Veröffentlichungen ab und es erscheinen die Zusammenfassungen ...” Or by W.A. Ward (1985: 231): “Numerous scholars have made lesser contributions (surveyed by Conti, 1978: 1 ff), but the basic word-lists and the resulting pattern of phonetic correspondences were established by the 1930’s.”

18 More on this: Takács 2005: 78ff.; 2006c: 145-187. Taking part at the NACAL 27 (Baltimore, Maryland, USA, 19-21 March 1999), I managed to record the recollections (i.a., about the tragical fire accident of 1926 destroying A. Ember) of his daughter, Ruth Ember (then probably around/over 80) in her luxury doll shop of Ellicott City, many details of which are to be included once a comprehensive monograph will issue from the present sketchy study.
2.3.2. W. Czermak’s two volumes (1931-4) of a historical phonology of Egyptian, although focusing predominantly on the internal evidence for surveying the processes, is not void of hints on the Semitic *comparanda* containing both cognates and loanwords.

2.3.3. F. von Calice’s (1936) monumental *Grundlagen...* (GÄSW),\(^{19}\) the most complete thesaurus of all kinds of (not just Semitic) etymologies suggested during the decades of “Hamitology” and the “old school” from the known AA branches, exceeds both Ember’s and Vergote’s lexicons in quantity of Egyptian etymologies (948 including the uncertain cases). Although its gigantic material, arranged in 4 distinct comparative wordlists (ranging and depending on the grade of likelyhood)\(^{20}\) according to the sequence of the egyptological


alphabet, is typically Egypto-Semitic (comprising, among others, some 800 Arabic, 570 Canaanite-Aramaic, 250 Akkadian, and 150 SW-Semitic items), whereas, however, all possible etymologies from the African branches are also listed (including 115 Cushitic, 54 Berber, 17 Hausa matches). The views of von Calice (1923-6, 2) on the Eg.-Sem. vs. “Hamitic” dichotomy were rather ambivalent.21

The afore-listed three basic tools concluded and summarized all the achievements of a pioneering grand epoch of the “old school”, so popular and cultivated among the greatest Orientalists, which certainly definitely ended in 1930s. Though this accumulated great corpus has frequently been re-used in the below-listed subsequent comparative lexicons, these cannot be regarded as an extension of this period for diverse reasons:

2.3.4. J. Vergote’s (1945) Phonétique historique de l’égyptien, with its solid list of Egypto-Semitic isoglosses will be discussed in the following sub-episode devoted to a strange re/survival of the all the more ontroverted “old school” as this distinguished specialist of Egypto-Coptic linguistics in fact only started his research with this first magnum opus, which was, however, not followed by its extension either onto other AA branches or to new and original Egypto-Semitic comparanda.

2.3.5. M. Cohen’s (1947) epochal Essai comparatif reproduced, in the Egypto-Semitic domain, the results of the “old school”, so its novelty (if at all) lies not here as it yields perhaps something original rather in its pioneering, even if failed attempt at an etymological synthesis of the “Hamitic” branches, which is why it is discussed in the previous Episode (below).

2.4. The balance of the “old school” is, however, only partly flattering. One can agree in principle, on the one hand, with the objections by W.A. Ward on diverse disturbing phenomena in the philologically neglectful methodology of this comparative domain in the first decades of the 20th century.22 As a result, Ward’s (1985: 245, §V) words about the rund 460 Nummern und von den übrigen vielleicht noch 80-100 Stück als brauchbares Material zurück. Diese halbe Tausend Stämme stellt mit seinen Ableitungen zwar keinen ganz geringen Bruchteil des ägyptischen Wortschatzes dar. ... Die hier untersuchten Wörter bilden aber in der Masse des übrigen Wortschatzes offenbar keinen Fremdkörper.” J. Vergote (1945: 127): “Nous négligeons la liste D dans laquelle Calice reproduit les racines égyptiennes qui se retrouvent seulement en chamitique et, à titre documentaire, les nombreuses étymologies proposées ... mais considérées ... comme incertaines.” R.H. Pfeiffer (1948: 186): a list of “questionable comparisons”.

21 L.c.: “Ha a «hámi» és «szémi» nyelvről nemzedékek óta kialakult fogalmak nem volnának utunkban, egy nyelvkutató sem habozna az egyiptomi nyelvet a szémikkel együtt ugyanabba a nyelvcsaládba utalni.” Translated from Hungarian: “If the conceptions on ‘Hamite’ and ‘Semite’ languages were not in our way, no linguist would hesitate to refer the Egyptian language with the Semite (sic) ones to the same language family.”

22 Ward (1985: 231-232): “1. There was too much dependence on dictionary meanings which are often vague or incorrect. Both Egyptian and Semitic words must be examined in actual contexts, a much more exacting and time-consuming process, but ... produced far more reliable semantic results. 2. There was little ... attention paid to the history of the words ...” which “In many cases ... shows that seemingly cognate terms have totally different origins in Egyptian and Semitic; it is the original ... meanings which must establish a true Egypto-Semitic cognate. 3. The chronology of the usage was ignored. ... words known only in late texts or languages were assumed to have long previous histories in order to support their supposed Egypto-Semitic origin. This
eclectic etymological diversity of the ESS and the GÄSW are painfully true: “It may be an unduly harsh judgement on earlier generations of scholars, but by the time the major collections of supposed Egypto-Semitic cognates were produced in the 1930’s and 40’s, the result was chaos. …long lists of etymologies …, only a relatively small minority of which can be called genuine.” This chaos of far-fetched forc/ged etymologies can be, in my view, first of all, traced back to the mistaken conception of this era, which has been even surviving into the 2nd half of the 20th century (!), 23 namely an ill-founded (or better: unargued ex cathedra) dogma of regarding Egyptian simply as “a Semitic language” (!), whereby it was erroneously implied that the root inventories of these two branches should certainly overlap to a much higher degree than they really do and so many homologous but phonologically all too dubious, different roots, a priori misbelieved to be cognate, were subject to forc/ged misconceived comparisons via ad hoc invented intermediate stages of Lautübergänge 24 irrespective of their phonological incompatibility. The papers by W.F. Albright provide typical examples thereof, whose etymologies of this kind penetrated even the ESS (post-humously ed. by him and F. Behnk). 25 This at once becomes clear by comparing the niveau of etymologies in his papers (most notably Albright 1918a-b: 1927) and in those of his master: A. Ember (1911-1926). Secondly, the even worse (if at all) lack of a lautgeschichtlich reliable paradigm in the contemporaneous “Hamitology” had certainly seduced certain authors to be led astray in this way. But, luckily, the misleading voluntarism of forging Egypto-Semitic matches by any means and at any scholarly price did not affect a number of authors like von Calice, Ember, Yeivin or Vergote, among whom Vycichl stands unparalleled by his refined and extremely careful research. Such linguists have secured our safe knowledge on the principal outlines of Egyptian historical phonology, on the other hand, even if many etymologies have proven since then to be false. Certainly, for some other error is seen especially in the comparisons of Old Egyptian and Arabic where there is nothing earlier on the Semitic side.”

23 This line of thoughts was mainatined even by J. Vergote (1965: 105): “Nous croyons pouvoir conclure que l’égyptien est une langue sémitique à part entière. De même que l’inventaire phonétique et le système phonologique des consonnes est sémitique, ainsi que nous l’avons démontré antérieurement, le système des voyelles et la structure des sémantèmes sont sémitiques.” Cf. also O. Rössler’s ominous study from 1971 (!) entitled “Das Ägyptische als semitische Sprache” (sic) on which W.A. Ward (1985: 232) justly concluded that “Rössler believes Egyptian to be a Semitic language which allows him to make some substantial changes in the accepted phonetic pattern of Egyptian. I do not believe Egyptian is a Semitic language ...” Considering the morphological features and the lexical stock of both branches, A.H. Gardiner (EG1 1927, §3) admitted Egyptian and Semitic to be very similar, but already he has wisely drawn a more cautious and realistic conclusion: “In spite of these resemblances, Egyptian differs from all Semitic tongues a good deal more than any one of them differs from any other, and at least until its relationship to the African languages is more closely defined, Egyptian must certainly be classified as standing outside the Semitic group.”

24 As stated by C.T. Hodge (1976a: 7, §1.2.5): “Elaborate rationalizations of differences (as, e.g., in Albright) are to be avoided. This is not to say that etymologies supported by theories of sound change various sorts and degrees of are necessarily wrong. They are only held to be wrong when clearly better etymologies replace them or where they are seen to be based on erroneous views of the phonologies involved.” Therefore, in his research, “a strong effort has been made to correspond on clear phonologic grounds.”

25 Cf. F. Von Calice’s contemporary words on the ESS: “EMBER’s bei seinem Tode noch in Vorbereitung befindliches Werk ... Die posthume Veröffentlichung des halbverbrannten Manuskriptes bearbeitet und ergänzt von Frida BEHNK) zeigt, dass nur die Sammlung des lexikalischen Stoffes, die auch ziemlich viel bis dahin noch nicht Veröffentlichtes umfasst, beim EMBER’s Tode fertig verlag.”
scholars, it may be hard to realize that pure fact that a considerable share of the Egyptian lexicon cannot be understood from Semitic and vice versa. With the enumerated *compendia* of the 1930/40es, the possibilities of an Egypto-Semitic lexical comparison have culminated, attained the maximum of their exploitation, I am afraid, even if not yet exhausted fully, of course.\(^{26}\) At this point, esp. regarding both the almost fully introverted evolution of egyptological linguistics and the simultaneous rise of the availability of the cognate Berber, Cushitic and Chadic lexicons, one could have believed that a worse sort of monomaniac and all the less productive Egypto-Semitic etymologization – with all due respect to the few exceptions like, e.g., W. Vycichl who really gave further sense for maintaining this bipolar equation in the AA frames – soon better vanishes silently in order to yield to a more balanced and wider range of inter-branch comparison. It happened, however, otherwise with two groups of scholars: some from the post-war phase of this all the more improductive trend (§2.5 below) vs. the Rösslerians (§7, i.e., Episode VII of this series).\(^{27}\)

\(^{26}\) W. Vycichl (1958: 367) was, of course, right stating about the post-ESS/GÄSW phase of the Eg.-Sem. track: “Es könnte nun scheinen, als sei das Thema erschöpft, und alles Wesentliche zur Sache gesagt. Das ist aber, wie man im folgenden sehen wird, durchaus nicht der Fall. Man weiß nicht einmal, wieviele der 948 Etymologien in C*ALICE*s Grundlagen zu Recht bestehen. ... Diese erschreckend hohe Unsicherheit hat es mit sich gebracht, daß die ägyptisch-semitische Sprachvergleichung von manchen Ägyptologen nicht ganz mit Unrecht mit einer gewissen Skepsis betrachtet wird. Zugegeben sei, daß man auf diesem Gebiet unter besonders schwierigen Umständen operiert: die vokallose Schreibung, ..., der starke lautliche Zerfall des Ägyptischen, der schon in den ältesten Texten zutage tritt und nicht zuletzt die verschiedenen Methoden der Worterklärung im Semitischen und Ägyptischen stellen Erschwerungen dar ... von denen man in anderen Sprachgebieten nichts zu spüren bekommt.”

\(^{27}\) Although he had never become an adherent of J.H. Greenberg’s new AA conception and I.M. D’jakov’ov’s vision of PAA phonology, W. Vycichl, a graduate of the Viennese double institute of Africanistics and Egyptology of Reinish, a giant comparativist familiar with all the SH/AA branches and so exploiting Semitic, Egyptian, Berber, Beja, Somali, Hausa etc. from the very beginning of his extraordinary long research (1933-1999), needed not to shift the right track or course of his researches. Sadly, very few in this trend, and also among his contemporaries in general, followed his example.
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